
 

 

 
WPTC Crop update as of 12 June 2020  

 
 
AMITOM countries 
 
In Egypt, harvesting of spring tomatoes (early summer season) returned to normal after Eid 
El-Fitr and supplied quantities are increasing. Quality is very promising with Brix as expected 
over 4.9, and weather is suitable for tomatoes to ripen quickly.  
 
In France, planting finished this week in the south-east and should end next week in the south-
west where wet conditions over the last two weeks have disrupted operations. The total 
surface planted should be 2150 hectares (2220 ha in 2019) with 360 hectares of organic 
tomatoes (370 ha in 2019). A total volume of 155,000 tonnes is expected. Small areas were 
flooded or hit by hail, but damage is very limited, but there are worries that the wet conditions 
could lead to the development of blight and bacteriosis. The harvest could start a few days 
earlier than usual. The average price is estimated at 78 €/t (mostly between75 and 80 €/t).    
 
In Greece, transplanting has been finished for a while now. Since then, there has been some 
rains but no significant damage. Harvest will be longer than most years, to finish at the end of 
September, except in the south, with a lower peak than usual in August. Price is increased by 
about 3 to 4 % to an average estimated at 88 €/t delivered but with differences depending on 
products and location.  
 
In Hungary despite the adverse conditions (windstorms, cold soils, seedling/seed quality 
issues) the 100,000 tonnes forecast is maintained thanks to huge efforts of all the colleagues 
and farmers made last weeks. 
In 2019 the price of tomatoes was 27.550 HUF/t (at then exchange rate 330 HUF/EUR: 83,5 
€/t), for 2020 it is 29.000 HUF/t (at actual exchange rate of 345 HUF/EUR: 84,05 €/t). 
 
In the North of Italy, transplanting finished at the end of last week (week 23). It rained a lot 
and there was some hail last weekend and this week but there should not be any damage to 
fields. The early fields are now in blossom and harvest should start around 20-25 July. The 
forecast remans unchanged at 2.55 million tonnes. The price was agreed early in February at 
88 €/tonne ex-field.   
In the South of Italy, price negotiations are currently stopped following an offer of a 2-euro 
increase by ANICAV but growers want a large increase of about 20%. The agreement between 
growers and PRINCES which was presented in Tomato News in fact hides many strict 
conditions as the base price is 102 euros with extras for productions for specific zones, before 
15 September, following blockchain Global Gap guidelines, ….   A first indication of the surfaces 
planted will be available next week, but the exact acreage will be known in July with the aerial 



 

 

survey. Surfaces will in all likelihood be up and planted fields are currently looking very good 
and expected yields high.  
The total forecast for Italy is maintained at 5 million tonnes. The HORECA market has suffered 
a lot from three months of closure and its starting back slowly. 
 
In Portugal, the spring was very wet, and planting was very late and only finished last week. 
Most of the surface was planted and confirmation of the total surface is pending. Early 
plantings are affected by a lot of disease problems, but later planting look in good condition. 
The forecast is reduced to 1.3 million tonnes for now but may decrease further.  Tomato price 
is unchanged from last year and varies between locations and processors but range from 76-
77 €/t to 80-81 €/t for 5-5.3 brix with an extensive brix scale. 
 
In Russia the weather is now good and hot after a wet May and planting has just finished. The 
forecast remains 550,000 tonnes. It is difficult to have an average price as a lot of the volume 
is produced internally but the average is about 65-70 €/t.  
 
In the Andalusia region in Spain, heavy rains during the second week of May heavily affected 
the early fields with blight and bacteria and at least 200 hectares have been lost with lower 
yields expected in early fields.  
Planting in Extremadura finished 10 to 12 days later than usual and about 3% of the surface 
planned was not planted due to either a lack of plants or farmers not wanting to take the risk. 
The early plantings were also affected by rains in May, with some disease development but 
less prevalent than in Andalusia 
The weather is now good and dry, but more than half of the normal annual rainfall was 
recorded in the spring this year. Consequently, the forecast for Spain is revised from 3.1 
million tonnes to 2.95 million tonnes with a large proportion of the crop expected in the 
second half of September and first week in October. Prices are similar to last year at about 70 
€/t ex field, 76-77 €/tonnes delivered. 
 
In Tunisia the planted area is 16,500 hectares for an estimate of 950,000 tonnes of tomatoes 
produced for processing, of which 900,000 tonnes are intended for the production of tomato 
paste and 50,000 tonnes for the production of canned tomatoes. Until the first week of June, 
climatic conditions were favourable for the vegetative development of tomato plants and 
fruits, although local hailstorms affected some areas of the central region during the last week 
but did not cause significant damage to the tomato fields. Processing is scheduled to start 
during the first week of July 2020 in 26 factories.  
 
In Turkey after rainy weather paused planting for a while, planting is finishing this week and 
weather conditions are now good, with some showers forecast for the next week. There is no 
change to the forecast which remains at 2.3 million tonnes. Processors are keen to process at 
full capacity this year as there is a strong demand. Contract price is similar to last year at 550 
- 570 TRL/t (71-74 €/t) but a large proportion of the crop will be bought on the open market 
where price should not drop as much as last year (some volumes bought at 480 TRL last year). 
 
In Ukraine all tomatoes are now in the fields. The wet and cold weather in May did not affect 
planting but favoured the development of diseases and pests which appeared earlier than 
usual and the cold (night especially) delayed plant development some the early crop will be 
late. Some hail at the end of May affected some fields which hopefully will recover. The 



 

 

weather is now normal with about 30°C during the days and 20 °C at night. The forecast is 
confirmed at 850,000 tonnes with prices of about 86 €/t delivered.   
 
 
Other Northern Hemisphere countries 
 
In California, the USDA/NASS released the latest crop estimate on May 28th, at 235,000 acres 
that will produce 12 million short tons (10.886 million metric tonnes). While there have been 
some changes due to Covid-19, this estimate comes directly from the processors on what they 
have or will have contracts for in 2020. Harvest should begin in volume after the 4th of July.  
The overall crop looks good at this point but is showing some slight impacts from the 
inconsistent weather patterns over the growing season. This is something that will continue 
to be monitored as crop development progresses. Price negotiations are still ongoing. 
 
In Canada, total contracted tonnage for 2020 is 474,880 short tons (424,000 metric tonnes).  
Planting began on May 13 with most locations now completed and approximately 4% of the 
total pack still remaining to be planted. All reports are that the crop is off to a good start with 
favourable field conditions and temperatures. 
In 2019, tomato prices were CA$113.25 for paste (83,6 €/t), CA$122.75 (90,6 €/t) for juice and 
CA$123.25 (91 €/t) for wholepeel. Due to recent changes to Regulation 440 under the Farm 
Products Marketing Commission, OPVG will no longer have access to tomato pricing 
information for 2020 and beyond. 
  
In China, transplanting has now ended, and the weather is normal. According to the current 
growth trend of raw materials and the estimated planting area in the early stage, the 
estimated total planting area is maintained at 5-5.5 million tonnes. However, the weather is 
abnormal this year and the forecast will be updated later based on actual conditions: after 
more rain fall than usual in August to October last year, there has been a drought since January 
2020, with less rainfall than the same period in previous years.  
In 2019, average prices were RMB400-430 (51-55 €/t) and the forecast average for 2020 is 
RMB420-450 (52-56 €/t).  
 
In Japan, the estimate has not been changed from the last report with the total volume of 
tomatoes to be processed of 32,000 tonnes from an expected surface (to be) planted of 450 
ha. The surfaces planted will be fixed at the end of June. 
 
In the US Midwest, The US Midwest is set to finish planting later this week and first of next 
week. After a tough start due to freezing temperatures and another frost after that, planting 
was spotty due to rains, but the last two weeks has seen improved conditions. There were 
slight acreage cuts due to the delays, but the crop looks like it is off to a good start, just late. 
Prices are dependent upon destination, freight payments, adjustments based on input costs 
and quality grades, so very variable but should remain close to 2019 when the average was 
approximately 120 USD per short ton (116 €/metric tonne). 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Southern Hemisphere countries 
 
In Argentina, the final volume processed was 454,000 tonnes from 6,100 hectares. The 
average yield was 74 t/ha but it was particularly good in the San Juan region at 90 t/ha. 
Average rice of tomatoes was 5400 AR$/t (71 €/t, 75 USD/t). The main problems encountered 
during the season were irrigation management, weeds, and a few hailstorms. The idea for 
next season is to increase acreage if snow in winter is available. 
 
In Australia, the total volume processed was 210,477 tonnes. 96.6% of the surfaces planted 
were harvested with a yield from harvested hectares of 105.1 t/ha. The season was 
characterized by a cool November, with below average nighttime temps through this month 
which contributed to a delay in the commencement of harvest. The growing season was quite 
dry, so low disease and insect pressure. The harvest commenced 17 days later than planned 
and was completed on 15th May after a production downtime of 18 days due to rain events 
mainly in April and May. Yields were strong in the front half of the delivery window, most 
above budget. Potential was there for the backend crops however, rain delay at end of March, 
early April, saw yield quickly erode 
 
In Brazil, the current travel restrictions make it difficult to travel to collect information, so the 
previous estimate is maintained( 1.05 million tonnes). 
 
In Chile, final results are still pending.  



Date of last update: 12/06/2020e
AVERAGE VARIATION

 2017-2019 2020 vs 2019

Algeria** 600           Misc. 500          Est. 800          Mem. 1 000       Mem. 633                   25%

Egypt 300           Est. 400          Mem. 400          Mem. 420          Mem. 367                   5%

France 195           Mem. 139          Mem. 154          Mem. 155          Mem. 163                   1%

Greece 400           Mem. 320          Mem. 400          Mem. 440          Mem. 373                   10%

Hungary** 100           Misc. 106          Mem. 100          Mem. 100          Mem. 102                   0%

Iran** 980           Mem. 750          Mem. 1 650       Mem. 1 650       Est. 1 127                0%

Israel 200           Mem. 200          Mem. 200          Mem. 200          Mem. 200                   0%

Italy 5 200        Mem. 4 650       Mem. 4 801       Mem. 5 000        Mem. 4 884                4%

Malta** 8               Mem. 7               Mem. 8               Est. 8               Est. 8                       0%

Portugal*** 1 554        Mem. 1 198       Mem. 1 410       Mem. 1 300        Mem. 1 387                -8%

Russia** 400           Mem. 495          Mem. 552          Mem. 550           Mem. 482                   0%

Spain*** 3 350        Mem. 2 800       Mem. 3 200       Mem. 2 950        Mem. 3 117                -8%

Syria** 42             Mem. 42             Mem. 42             Mem. 42              Est. 42                     0%

Tunisia 643           Mem. 618          Mem. 815          Mem. 950          Mem. 692                   17%

Turkey 1 900        Mem. 1 300       Mem. 2 200       Mem. 2 300       Mem. 1 800                5%

Ukraine** 650           Mem. 735          Mem. 720          Mem. 850          Mem. 702                   18%

Subtotal AMITOM 16 522     14 260     17 452     17 915     16 078              3%

of which members in EU 10 807          9 220           10 073          9 953           10 033              -1%

Brazil 1 450        Mem. 1 400       Mem. 1 200       Mem. 1 050       Mem. 1 350                -12,5%

Canada 426           Mem. 451          Mem. 434          Mem. 426          Mem. 437                   -2%

California 9 492        Mem. 11 137     Mem. 10 144     Mem. 10 886     Mem. 10 258              7%
China 6 200        Mem. 3 800       Mem. 4 600       Mem. 5 300       Mem. 4 867                15%

Japan 30             Mem. 28             Mem. 27             Mem. 32             Mem. 28                     19%

Subtotal Other Members 17 598     16 816     16 405     17 694     16 940              7,9%
  

Bulgaria 50             Misc. 30             Misc. 40             Misc. 40             Est. 40                     0%

Czech Republic 25             Est. 25             Est. 25             Est. 25             Est. 25                     0%

Morocco 130           Est. 130          Est. 130          Est. 130          Est. 130                   0%

Poland 200           Misc. 200          Misc. 175          Misc. 175          Est. 192                   0%

Slovakia 20             Est. 20             Est. 20             Est. 20             Est. 20                     0%

USA excluding California 408           Misc. 410          Misc. 370          Misc. 450          Misc. 396                   22%

Subtotal Non Members 833           815          760          840          803                   10,5%
  

Total Northen Hemisphere 34 953     31 891     34 617     36 449     33 820              5,3%

of which WPTC members 34 120          31 076          33 857          35 609          33 018              5,2%
of which European Union 11 102          9 495           10 333          10 213          10 310              -1,2%

  
Argentina 488           Mem. 427          Mem. 395          Mem. 454          Mem. 437                   14,9%

Australia 185           Mem. 228          Mem. 212          Mem. 210          Mem. 208                   -0,9%

Chile 1 080        Mem. 1 211       Mem. 1 100       Mem. 855          Mem. 1 130                -22,3%

Peru 110           Mem. 100          Mem. 100          Mem. 100          Mem. 103                   0,0%

South Africa 180           Mem. 135          Mem. 140          Mem. 150          Mem. 152                   7,1%

Subtotal members 2 043        2 101       1 947       1 769       2 030                -9,1%
  

Dominican Republic 220           Est. 258          Misc. 258          Est. 181          Misc. 245                   -29,8%

India 130           Est. 130          Est. 130          Misc. 130          Est. 130                   0,0%

Mexico 40             Est. 40             Est. 40             Est. 40             Est. 40                     0,0%

New Zealand 50             Misc. 50             Est. 50             Est. 50             Est. 50                     0,0%

Senegal 53             Misc. 53             Misc. 61             Misc. 61             Est. 56                     0,0%

Thailand 260           Est. 260          Est. 260          Est. 260          Est. 260                   0,0%

Venezuela 20             Est. 20             Est. 20             Est. 20             Est. 20                     0,0%

Subtotal non members 773           811          819          742          801                   -9,4%
  

Total Southen Hemisphere 2 816        2 912       2 766       2 511       2 831                -9,2%
  

GENERAL TOTAL 37 769     34 803     37 383     38 960     36 652              4,2%

of which members of the WPTC 36 163        33 177        35 804        37 378        35 048              4,4%

WPTC as percentage of total production 96% 95% 96% 96% 96% 0,2%

For more information, contact Sophie Colvine, WPTC General Secretary at colvine@tomate.org  - www.wptc.to

2020

FORECAST

 WPTC World production estimate of tomatoes for processing             

2018

FINAL

 (in 1000 metric tonnes) 

2017

FINAL

2019

FINAL

Sources:
Mem.= WPTC members, Off.=  Official data, Misc.= Other sources (industry contacts, press, …), Est.= WPTC estimate, in the absence of reliable data
Notes:
*Hemispheres are not defined in the strict geographic sense but as Northern Hemisphere: crop period mainly July to December & Southern Hemisphere: crop period mainly 
January to June 
** AMITOM associate members
*** Tomatoes produced in Portugal but processed in Spain are reported in Spain
DISCLAIMER:
WPTC does not guarantee or assume any liability for the accuracy of the contents of this report and shall not be responsible for 
any losses sustained as a result of relying on the contained information.
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